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Crystalline smectic-B films as fluctuating systems: Static and dynamic x-ray scattering
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Static and dynamic x-ray scattering has been used to characterize thermal fluctuations in free-standing
smectic films in the crystalline-B phase. The results are remarkably similar to those in smectic-A films, in spite
of the three-dimensional positional order in the crystalline-B phase. The main difference is the disappearance
of the characteristic Landau-Peierls instability of the smectic-A phase. The dynamic nature of the fluctuations
is explicitly demonstrated by x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy. This fluctuation behavior of crystalline-B
films can be attributed to the small value of the shear elastic constantC44.
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Large-scale thermal fluctuations are one of the striking f
tures of systems with reduced translational order. Wh
three-dimensional~3D! crystals exhibit true long-range pos
tional order, such positional order is destroyed by therm
fluctuations in two-dimensional~2D! and one-dimensiona
~1D! systems@1#. However, similar effects may be observe
in a real 3D medium. A classical example is the Landa
Peierls instability in smectic-A (Sm-A) liquid crystals. A
Sm-A phase consists of a stack of fluid layers, in whi
rodlike molecules form a density wave in the direction alo
the layer normal while the system remains fluid in the ot
two. In such systems the mean-squared layer displacem
^u2(r )& diverge logarithmically with the sample size. In a
dition to the Sm-A phase, a crystallineB (Cr-B) phase with
a hexagonal in-plane lattice may be found at lower tempe
tures @2#. The exact nature of the Cr-B phase has been a
intriguing question for quite some time@3#. In the late 1970s
the 3D nature of the long-range positional order had b
established by x-ray diffraction@4,5#. These results were
confirmed by the observation of a solidlike shear respo
~with elastic constantC44) between the Cr-B layers@6#. As a
consequence, a term proportional toC44q

2 occurs in the elas-
tic free energy, which eliminates the Landau-Peierls insta
ity. Nevertheless, intense diffuse scattering in the vicinity
the Bragg peaks has been observed@4#, tentatively inter-
preted as due to soft shear waves. Indeed, the correspon
shear modulus was found to be about several orders of m
nitude smaller than the other elastic constants@7#. In this
Rapid Communication we give conclusive experimental e
dence that the Cr-B phase is a strongly fluctuating system
From x-ray reflectivity of freely suspended smectic films, t
spectral dependence of the fluctuations in the Cr-B phase is
found to be very similar to that in the Sm-A phase. However
from the fluctuation profiles for various film thickness, th
absence of the Landau-Peierls divergence can be expli
contrasted with the Sm-A situation. The dynamic nature o
the fluctuations is demonstrated by x-ray photon correla
spectroscopy, thus excluding any other interpretation of
static x-ray observations.
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The compound investigated, N-~4-n-butoxy-
benzilidene!-4-n-octylaniline, abbreviated as 4O.8, was o
tained from Frinton Laboratories, Inc., and used as receiv
It undergoes the following phase transformations~in °C!:
K 33 Cr-B 48.5 Sm-A 63.5 N 78 I. Freely suspended smec
films were spanned over a 10323 mm2 hole in a stainless
steel frame and equilibrated as described earlier@8#. Such
films have a high degree of uniformity and a controll
thickness ranging from two to over hundreds of layers. Th
were mounted in a temperature controlled two-stage o
and evacuated to,103 Pa in order to prevent possibl
sample degradation and reduce air scattering.

X-ray reflectivity measurements were carried out at bea
line BW2 of HASYLAB ~DESY, Hamburg! at an energy of
10.0 keV. We used three types of scans to characterize
films as shown in Fig. 1, where also the wave-vector trans
q5k f2k i is defined. Specular scans probe the scattered
tensity in the reciprocal space alongqz with qx5qy50. The
quality of the sample was monitored by measuring rock
curves at differentqz , varyingqx by rotation of the sample
The mosaicity of a Sm-A film was typically 0.002° full
width at half maximum~FWHM!. Transverse diffuse scan
probe the scattered intensity alongqy at fixedqz by moving
the detector out of the plane of specular reflection. The sc
were made across the first Bragg sheet corresponding tqz
52p/d52.21 nm21, whered is the smectic layer periodic
ity. Note that correlations probed inqy are equivalent to
those inqx as the Sm-A samples are liquid in thexy-plane
~indicated asq'). The same equivalence holds for the Cr-B

FIG. 1. Scattering geometry. In transverse diffuse scansqy is
varied at fixedqz ~determined bya5b) by moving the detector ou
of the scattering plane.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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phase due to the mosaic averaging of the hexagonal in-p
lattice. The experimental resolution@9# was set by slits to
Dqx'431023 nm21, Dqy'0.02 nm21, and Dqz
'0.04 nm21. For the thickest films, these values we
changed to Dqx'231023 nm21, Dqy'0.05 nm21, and
Dqz'0.01 nm21. This allowed us to determine in all curve
the number of layers in each film from the reflectivity osc
lations ~Kiessig fringes!. X-ray photon correlation spectros
copy was performed at the undulator beamline ID1
~Troika I! at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facil
~ESRF, Grenoble! with 7.98-keV radiation. Details of the
procedure have been given elsewhere@10,11#. In short, a
circular pinhole of 12mm was placed at 45 m from th
source and 0.25 m upstream of the sample in order to
vide a collimated and partially coherent beam. The intens
intensity time correlation function G(2)(q,t)
5^I (q,0)I (q,t)& was recorded at the first Bragg peak with
resolution given by Dqz5Dqy'1023 nm21 and Dqx
'1024 nm21.

Transverse diffuse scans for 8 and 80 layer films
shown in Fig. 2. For both films, only small changes are s
between the results for the Sm-A and the Cr-B phase. Specu
lar and diffuse x-ray scattering from freely suspended SmA
films has been well studied both experimentally@8# and theo-
retically @12#. The reflected intensityI (q) can be written
within the first Born approximation as the Fourier transfo
of the interlayer displacement-displacement correlation fu
tion G(r )5G(r' ,z,z8)5^u(r' ,z)u(0,z8)& convolved with
an experimental resolution@8#. G(r' ,z,z8) depends on the
surface tensiong and the elastic constants for compress
~B! and bending~K! of the smectic layers. Explicit expres
sions forG(r' ,z,z8) andI (q) have been given in Ref.@8#. A
full discussion of the fitting procedure will be given els
where. For the present purpose, we note that the differe
between the Sm-A and Cr-B results can be accounted for b
an increase of the effective surface tensiongeff from 0.02 to

FIG. 2. Transverse diffuse scans for an eight layer~circles! and
an 80 layer~squares! film at the first Bragg peak. Closed symbo
Sm-A phase; open symbols, Cr-B phase. The solid lines are give
as a guide to the eye.
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about 0.03 N/m. Hence the fluctuations in Cr-B films can be
described essentially by the same hydrodynamic mode
used for Sm-A films.

To test the above results further, specular scans take
the Sm-A and Cr-B phases were compared. The specu
data were fitted with an iterative matrix solution of th
Fresnel equations for the reflectivity of the multilayer syste
using a slab-model for the electron density profiles. Ea
smectic layer was approximated by a boxlike function, co
voluted with a Gaussian of widths i to take the fluctuations
of the layers into account@8#. The resulting centrosymmetri
s i profiles are depicted in Fig. 3 for one half of Sm-A and
Cr-B films of different thickness. The layer fluctuations a
quenched at the free surfaces where thes-values are nearly
independent of the number of smectic layers. In the SmA
phase, the amplitude of the fluctuations in the middle
creases as a function of the film thickness, which is a dir
signature of the Landau-Peierls instability@13#. In contrast,
in the Cr-B phase, the amplitude of the fluctuations in t
interior of the film does not depend on the film thicknes
Nevertheless, the fluctuations in the center remain relativ
large, about 0.25 nm. Moreover, the fluctuations of the s
face layers are quenched similarly as in the Sm-A phase. The
total picture indicates~nondiverging! thermal layer fluctua-
tions in the Cr-B phase.

The dynamic nature of the fluctuations in Cr-B films is
explicitly demonstrated by a measurement of the of
intensity-intensity autocorrelation functionG(2)(q,t), see
Fig. 4. The behavior of the correlation function is very sim
lar to that reported earlier for Sm-A films @11#. It can be
described by an exponential decay of which the amplitud
modulated by a cosine function. The associated relaxa
time is t54.960.5ms, while the oscillatory behavior has

FIG. 3. Fluctuation profiles in the Sm-A phase~around 63 °C,
closed circles, 5, 6, 8, 15, 38, and 80 layers! and in the Cr-B phase
~around 47 °C, open circles, 3, 8, 16, 26, 38, and 107 layers! as
derived from modeling the specular reflectivity data as describe
the text. A resulting error bar is indicated.
1-2
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period given by 2p/v515.160.3ms. In fact, these times
hardly change upon heating into the Sm-A phase.

To describe the elasticity of the Cr-B phase, the standar
elastic theory of a hexagonal crystal can be applied. Ho
ever, in the present situation the shear constantC44 is much
smaller than the other ones:C44/C11'1025 @6,7#. Hence, we
can apply the approximation that, apart from shear, all de
mations are forbidden. In this easy-shear approximation,
elastic free energy of a freely suspended Cr-B film may be
written as@13#

F5 1
2 E d3r FBS ]u~r !

]z D 2

1K@D'u~r !#21 1
2 C44@¹'u~r !#2G

1 1
2 gE d2r @¹'u~r' ,z56 1

2 L !#2.

The boundaries of the film are atz56L/2, whereL5Nd is
the thickness of anN-layer film. The presence of the term
with C44 ~which gives the difference compared to a SmA
film and removes the Landau-Peierls instability! does not
affect the layer compression and bending rigidity. The m
effect of incorporating the Cr-B lattice viaC44 can be seen
as an effective renormalization of the surface tension:geff
'g1LC44/4. Using g50.02 N/m @15# and C4450.12
3106 N/m2 @6#, we calculate that the correction only b
comes appreciable for rather thick films and is equal tog for
about 230 layers. However,g itself might also increase upo
going from Sm-A to Cr-B @16#. The observed increase ingeff
does not allow one to discriminate between these two p

FIG. 4. Intensity-intensity autocorrelation function of a 0.27-mm
film in the Cr-B phase (T546 °C). ~a! Raw data~open dots! and
reference signal from the NiC multilayer~closed dots!. ~b! Normal-
ized correlation function.
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sible contributions. Nevertheless, these considerations i
cate that Cr-B films can be considered as fluctuating syste
rather similar to Sm-A films, in agreement with our experi
ments.

Finally we want to comment on the dynamic measu
ments. Investigation of the dynamic properties of the SmA
Hamiltonian@14,17,18# involves a demanding calculation o
the time-dependent correlation functionG(q' ,z,z8,t)
5^u(q' ,z,0)u* (q' ,z8,t)&. In the simplest approximation
this can be done by equating the viscous and elastic for
while neglecting inertia. Further assuming incompressi
films and conformal fluctuations, for Sm-A films, a spectrum
of relaxation modes is found which forq'50 reduces to a
single fundamental relaxation timet5h3L(2g). Hereh3 is
the viscosity associated with shear of the layers. This eq
tion can, in a first approximation, be extended to the CrB
phase by again replacingg by geff . Reference@14# gives a
more complete discussion of the dynamics of Cr-B films. For
the present purpose, within the above approximations,
fundamental relaxation time is not expected to change m
on going from Sm-A to Cr-B in a not very thick film, in
agreement with the experiments. As has been shown e
where for Sm-A films @11#, the situation is more complicate
in the thin film regime than has been described so far
cause inertia cannot be neglected. As a consequence, th
laxation time appears to be complex in the long wavelen
limit: the real part corresponds to relaxation, while t
imaginary part produces oscillations in the correlation fun
tions. Indeed, the same behavior is observed for Cr-B thin
films.

In conclusion, we have used static and dynamic x-
scattering to characterize thermal fluctuations in fre
standing smectic films. We find that although the Cr-B phase
has 3D positional order, thermally driven fluctuations occ
in Cr-B films that are remarkably similar to those in Sm-A
films. This is due to the small shear elastic constantC44 in
the Cr-B phase, which allows for the use of an easy sh
approximation to the elastic free energy. The dynamic nat
of the Cr-B fluctuations has been confirmed by x-ray corr
lation spectroscopy, which shows a complex relaxation
havior in the microsecond range.
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